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Introduction

It shouldn't come as a surprise to anyone in the post Facebook privacy crisis era,
that we as individuals and as business owners are most vulnerable in terms of data
security, when we are on-line. What may come as a surprise to you is that many of the
people who are still being tracked by Facebook, and indeed Google, don't even have
accounts with them. Mobile devices are especially vulnerable because conventional antiviral software doesn’t protect you from unknown malware and it is only as good as the
version of the software you are using. With more than 50,000 new malware applications
being released EVERY DAY, you need additional protection on-line.

Pivot Security

Why is Cyber Security important for all:
It is almost impossible to imagine our daily lives (from business, to study to home) being
conducted today in the absence of the ever present internet. It’s now almost fifty years
since the tentative beginnings of the internet and its creators could scarcely imagine that
its users would one day turn on one another. So much so that security was not even a
feature of the original design.
Today, mobile phones and tablets are the most vulnerable devices, with their "always on"
nature making them the weak link in securing your privacy.
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A few sobering facts:
•

Year on year increase in mobile attacks is currently 40%.

•

The estimated global cost of cyber attacks annually is €300 billion.

•

40% of people have experienced phishing & social engineering attacks.

Why is Pivot Security different?
The current standard method of cyber defence includes fire-walls, and scaning for
malware files after they have been download unto your device. Security companies set up
black liksts of known malware sites after many companies and individuals have been hit,
in an attempt to cutail the spread of malware.
Pivot Security represents a new generation of cyber security and privacy becuase it
provides Privacy (via VPN - your ip address is invisible), security (via AI - driven
checking of websites and links in cyber space) and Ad blocking. You cannot be traced and
your data is protected with the latest in intelligent realtime security software. You dont
need to update your software you always have the latest up-to-the-minute protection.

Pivot Security vs Humans
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Pivot Security is your defence against the dark side of the web. Developed by our
team who are leaders in the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to cybersecurity. AI
mimics the brains ability to learn. Just as a human brain can intuit and predict outcomes
having obtained sufficient experience in a given field, so too our AI brings a completely
new approach to cybersecurity that is proactive and predictive for websites & devices.

What you get with Pivot Security:

No Malware

No Tracking

No Ads

Pivot Security
Intelligent Realtime Cyber Defence
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